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Junior Nursery Honeybees 
Theme Title: “I Know How to Buy Food in the Supermarket” Part 2 

 
September 14, 2012 

Dear Parents: 

The Vertical Class Honey Bees enjoyed themselves so much as they pushed their 
shopping carts through the aisles of their school supermarket! They observed how 
to set up their own mini-grocery in school and learned that sorting food was the 
first step. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
We know how to buy food in a 

supermarket!
We are sorting the food to set up 

our mini‐grocery! Hooray! 
Honeybees enjoyed shopping and 

pushing the pushcarts.  

As they moved their pushcarts along the aisles, they chose the alphabet cereals section 
and liked looking at the variety of cereals that were on display. They couldn’t take their eyes off 
the Kiwi K cereals, which really got their attention, because beside it was a tray of the real kiwi 
fruit with a sign that said: “Free taste!” Now, these little ones really liked the kiwi fruit! They also 
did the activity printed on the box that said: Paste words that start with the letter K and color 
them. Later, they were also given sets of keys to match.  

In addition, the Honeybees also liked the Milk tea M cereals and they crowded around 
the table to be the first one to get a free taste of real milk tea! They also enjoyed the marbles 
and magnets freebies that came with the cereals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Pasting and coloring the pictures 
that start with Letter K kept the 

Honeybees busy. 

We know how to match this set 
of keys! 

Honeybees eating the Kiwi fruit 
and loving it!



 

 

   

 

 

 

 
Free taste of Milk tea!  Let’s roll the marble in the pan! We are following our magnets 

through the magnetic maze! 

After enjoying their cereal snacks, some of the Honeybees went to the number blocks section 
where they learned about numbers 7 and 8. They were able to count up to 7 objects in one-to-
one correspondence. 

 

 

 

 

The other children proceeded to the weighing station to weigh the things they were going to 
buy and to compare which, among these food items, were heavy and light.  

After they completed their shopping list, they relaxed as they listened to the following stories: “7 
Blind Mice”, “Araw ng Palengke” and “In the Night Kitchen.” 

 

 

 

In the coming weeks, the Honeybees will learn to distinguish healthy food from unhealthy food. 
In this regard, we would like to encourage you to let your child bring healthy snacks to eat 
during snack time. 

I’d be happy to hear from you should you have any questions or concerns about this curriculum 
letter. 

Sincerely,  
 
 
    Teacher Jem Mallari       Teacher Chelle Ong 
  Vertical Class Teacher     Vertical Class Teacher  
 
 
  


